
Art 1, 2, 3, 4, and AP Studio Art Syllabus 2022-2023 

Course Description: Art 1, 2, 3, 4, & AP Studio Art classes are courses that provide students 

with an opportunity to create original, imaginative, and inventive works of art. Experimentation 

with different media and use of higher-level thinking skills are emphasized while students 

create well designed and complex projects. Basic theories, aesthetics, and the history of art are 

also studied. Instructor Information: We want to give our students an opportunity to enjoy 

creating and viewing art. Not all students will choose to follow art as a career, but we want 

them to be able to appreciate and have knowledge of the world of art. Tutoring: Each art 

teacher offers a minimum of two opportunities each week for students to attend tutoring. 

Tutoring times vary by teacher and are clearly posted in each classroom, as well as listed on 

each teacher’s individual websites. 

Course Objectives: By the end of the course of study, students will have created original 

artworks using the rules of design, arrangement of elements, and the principles of art. Students 

will analyze artworks through critiques and learn to problem solve as they create their own 

work. Students will have expressed their own ideas and thoughts regarding the environment 

we live in, what other artists have achieved in the past and present, and in the students' own 

imaginations. 

Teaching Approaches/Activities: Instructional interaction will often be student driven by posing 

an artistic problem and facilitating the discovery of the solution. Classroom set up facilitates 

both team centered and exploratory centered learning. Classroom interactions in art 

encompass a hybrid approach using both technological and hands-on resources. Course 

Requirements, Assignments: Students will be expected to attend class regularly and participate 

in all assignments and discussions. Effort is a large determination of student grades. A variety of 

assignments such as quizzes, special projects, journals, and tests are also used to elicit learning, 

but most grades are project based. All art classes require an Art Fee from each student to help 

purchase student supplies. 

Course Policies: Rules and expectations are posted in the room. The rules exist for the safety of 

all students as well as to provide for a productive learning environment. Art classes will follow 

established school rules regarding make up work, cell phones, and any other district or school 

policies. Elements Unique to Art: Students are expected to think critically and creatively to solve 

visual problems. Making art requires a willingness to work independently and exercise creativity 

and self-discipline. 

Grading: There will be a minimum of 2 grades recorded per week. Major grades are taken for 

assignments that last more than 3 days. Tests will be given and may be in the form of drawings, 

paintings, sculptures, or portfolio collections. Grade categories and weights are mandated by 

JISD. 

Course Calendar: Content sequence varies by discipline and class level, but each is approached 

through a step-by-step method that builds from the foundation up. 



Study Tips/Learning Resources: Students will be most successful in the course by attending 

tutorials as needed, taking responsibility for their own learning, and participating in group and 

individual assignments. Masterworks, teacher demonstrations, and past student examples are 

used as references for assignments with lecture notes and journal work included. 

Classroom Policies: Food and drink, except for bottled water, are prohibited in the art rooms – 

art classes use a variety of potentially harmful chemicals, which are benign with proper use but 

could be harmful if ingested. 

Electronic Devices: Per school policy, all electronics will be turned off and put away during 

instructional time – occasional permission to use personal electronics will be dictated by the 

classroom teacher for educational purposes only. 

 


